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Slow an steady paced, which is good for a horror/psychological type of game then again it may not be the same for everyone! If
you've played "Neverending Nightmares" then you know what to expect. I have yet to come across any bugs or anything It's not
amazing but it's not bad either and I obviously don't highly recommend it. but it's worth a look if you don't mind spending two
dollars. Here's a play through of it I did on my channel if you're curious! https://youtu.be/jbKA44t2-hk. good story realy deep.
love the horror building up. amazing graffic.. This game is not in a state that is worth your time, and judging by the amount of
interest in the beta, it probably never will. 2 nights of dull gameplay is not worth any amount of money, and the game uses it's
irregular artstyle as a crutch to trick someone into thinking it has value. Skip this.. The next abandoned EA game. The next
abandoned EA game. game 1010, scenery is good, graphics are amazing and sometimes creepy. I like your easter eggs.
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